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A-C Instruments 

Principles of Operation 

1. A-C .Ammeters and  ..lucerli 

a. A-C Instruments  withD-C End Devices 

(1) Thermocouple Type 

A thermocouple Instrument cor. Fist s of a 

heating clement, a thermocouple, and a permanent 

magnet moving-coil Indicating mechanism.    It 

»ay be used for the measurement of current 

(nilliatnperes or amperes) and also the 

measurement of voltage at high frequencies.    It 

is relatively independent  of frequency 

variations up through the Kilohertz range and 

•llliammeters «ay be used up into the megahertz 

(million cycle/see)  range.    With suitable 

correction factors higher rated ammeters may 

be used in this range also.    They are used 

primary for high frequency electric heating 

circuits and radio transmission and thus are 

often called R-F (radio frequency)  instruments. 

, They depend for their operation on heating 

the Junction of two dissimilar metals, 

particularly those widely separated (positive 

•nd" negative) in the therao-electric aeries. 

^M 
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This welded  Junction of the dissimilar metals 

is a  "thermocouple".    Heating  is provided by a 

resistance wire to which the thercojunction is 

thermally joined,  usually by welding.    In acne 

types,  however, the the rao J une tí on is insulated 

from  the heater wire.    The thermal emf at the 

ends  of the thermocouple wires  is a function of 

the current  flowing through the heater wire and 

the d-c instrument  is calibrated   accordingly. 

The current   thru the heater »ay be either 

d-c or a-c  - the heat produced Is the  3ame. 

Fcr voltage measurement,  a suitable resistor 

is connected in series. 

Some thermocouple combinations and their 

thermal emf for a 100° c difference arej- 

Chromel  (* 2.8c) - Copel  (-I+.50) 

Chromel (• 2.8o) - Copale   (-3.51) 

Platinum Iridium (-»1.Uc)  - 

Gold Palladium (-3.8O) 

For accurate measurement it is necestmry 

that the cold ends of the thermocouple be 

mounted in close thermal contact (but 

electrically insulated fron) large flat 

terminal blocks,    by so doing the heating 

In the heater wire, usurlly of platinum 

iridium, is added to the temperature of 

il       riUBlltfr--•**•• "••' 
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the terminals, thus eliminating the- effects 

of self heating and ambient températures.   Fág.lu 

Since thí.« heating of the thermocouple 

varies  as the  square of the current   (I  ¿0   the 

output will produce a r;q-uri;-inw scale  on  the 

d-c indicating instrument.    This means  that 

readings normally cannot  be ruade  be lew 2Cf, 

«cale.    To overcome this  difficulty,   th.--re fore, 

instrument pole faces may be shaped to give a 

narrow gap at  the low end of the  scale  and  a 

wide gap at  the high end.    This  improves the 

scale uniformity at  some sacrifice in overall 

Instrument sensitivity. 

Because of the  low voltage output of a 

standard thermal junction a bridge arrangement 

Is possible  in which an even number of thennc- 

coupleb  i>re   connected with  the   same  numi er  oí 

couples in each bridge arm and the d-c output 

taken off at  the center points. 

A i-uch less complicated circuit and yet 

one with output greater than that of a single 

thermocouple U the modified bridge arrangement 

shown in fig.  1(b).    Two heater wires of 

different materials  (one positive and one 

negative in the thermal series ) are connected 

in parallel to the two teminals.   A wire of 
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the  opperò te polarity  is than added to the 

center of• each heater,   resulting in two 

couples  in series. 

To decrease heat   loss and increase output, 

particularly on milliampere  ratings, vacuue 

thermocouples are used.    Thermocouple overload 

is   limited to  1.':» or   2   timen rated  value. 

(2) Rectifier Types 

For voltage or low-current measurements 

where low power consumption is required, 

rectifiers are used in conjunction with a 

D-C instrument.    The  rectifiers are semi- 

conductors, originally of the copper-copperoxide 

type, later using genuaniusi and more recently 

silicon diodes. 

Simple half-wave "rectifiera have been 

used but are inefficient and on the negative 

half cycle are subjected to full line voltage 

and possible breakdown. 

The most common arrangeaient is the bridge 

circuit  shwon in Fig.2.    Here four rectifiers 

are used with the voltage applied across two 

junctions and the D-C instrument across the 

two others.   This is a "full-wave" rectifier, 

using the entire A-C wave and thus is always 

conducting.   Here we are concerned only with 

s    the forward resistance of the rectifier and 
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there is usually no breakdown problem. 

Rectifiers are fairly   iriHennit.ve   to 

frequency up to about the  3 Kilohertz  range. 

Somewhat higher ranges are possible with 

silicon rectifiers. 

Since the d-c  output  of the  rectifier  is   the 

average  of the A-C wave a  rectifier  instrument 

is actually measuring average  rather than 

a.M.S. \alues  of the a-c- voltage  or current 

applied.    However,  they are normally calibrated 

In  terns of R.M.S.  current  or voltage  on a  sine- 

wave circuit.    If there  is a variation in 

wave  shape and the Form Factor of the A-C wave 

Is not  1.11  then sene error will exist  in the 

reading.    However,  since most modern A-C 

generators have excellent sine-wave outputs, 

vave form error is not usually a serious 

problem. 

The   scales of low rated A-C rectifier 

voltmeters  (i.e. below 5 volts)  are usually 

somewhat constricted at the low end,  since the 

rectifier forward resistance values are always 

wich greater when a low voltage is applied. 

The original copper-oxide rectifiers had 

a noticeable drift characteristic with time 

and thus rectifier instruments were usually 
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given accuracy ratings of 3 to %.    Modern 

silicon rectifiers are very stable and normal 

calibration accuracies will apply, 

b» Iron-Vane  Types 

(1)  Repulsion Types 

These types depend for their operation on the 

repulsion effect of a pair of fixed and moving 

magnetic vanes of the same polarity.    They are 

characterized by good torque -producing effective- 

ness   (or low power losses  for a given torque 

value)  and fairly uniform scale distributions. 

The following are two common types, 

(a) Wedge type (Fig.3) 

Here a cylindrically formed wedge of 

magnetic material (usually a nickel iron 

alloy such as Mcaloi or muœetal)  is molded 

or cemented to the inside surface of a 

circular coil form.    The latter is wound with 

a*.large number of turr.s of fine wire for 

voltage measurement and a relatively small 

number of turns of heavier wire for current 

measurement.   Mounted on the instrument 

»haft is a vane of magnetic alloy polarised 

with the same instantaneous polarities as 

the fixed wedge by the current in the eoli. 

Thus the moving vane is repelled by the 

fixed wedg. until its torque balances that 

-°-— 
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of the control spring.    Scale distributi er: 

can be controlled to some degree by the 

shape of the fixed wedge inside the coll. 

(b)  "Book" or "Sector" Typen of Repulsion 

Instruments 

These instrument!;  operate on the  s^r.-.i 

principle,  one name drived from the.  fact 

that the fixed and moving vanos open up 

like pages in a book %nd the  second name 
i 

pertaining to the mo?t   efficient coil shape 

which is in the form of a sector. 

In these types   (Fig.U)   the moving vane 

of magnetic material is »ounted radially to 

the instrument shaft.    Cicce te this vane at 

the zero position is a fixed vane also radial 

to the instrument shaft.    Located  inside the 

coil form, both vanes will have the same 

polarity and the moving vane will be repelled 

in an up-scale direction.    Scale distribution 

is inherently pood in these types and can be 

varied only by changing the angle between 

fixed and aoving ranes at the zero position. 

The scale angle is limited to a 

theoretical maximum of 90°, but since at 

that point the repulsion torque is zero, it 

is preferable to use a ec«siderably smaller 

angle (such as 70°) to achieve the greatest 

uniformity. 
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(2) Inclined-coil type 

The Thomson ine lined-coil instruments 

operate on the principle that a magnetic vane 

when free to move, will align itself in the 

direction of the field in which it  is placed. 

If a pair of vanes is attached at a h$° angle 

to a shaft and the moving system placed inside 

a coil tilted 1*5° degrees to the shaft ari«, 

a torque will be produced approaching the vane 

and field alignment position,    until it is 

balanced by the torque of the control spring. 

Starting the zero point about 75 degrees ahead 

of the flu, position  (coil and vane in linn- 

Fig.?) will tend to expand the lower portion 

of the scale and give a better degree of 

readability to the jcale as a whole. 

The construction is simple and open with 

very good clearances and ease of assembly.    For 

acceptable scale distribution it is lifted to 

a 10C degree scale. 

Í3) Long-Scale Attraction-Repulsicti Types 

Magnetic-wedge type repulsion instruct* 

are limited to approximately a 18C degree tcale 

«Pan.    Beyond this point the tcale beccoe« 

very constricted. 

Thui, to 
achieve a scale angle of 2»K)° to 270° the 

MAiltfttltflttïliÉHM 
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addition of an Attraction torqu*   1» nec^sar/. 

In the ?% degree  A-C Aa»«t»rs  ¿r*i  voltar»   r: 

an attraction van*   is  inserted  in *-w   enj     f  . ., 

coil attached  to a»gn«ti" • r,d  ¡shl-M«,   r » « .--> \     ?-, 

adJu^-taM«   (s#*  Fig.6).     Th.    •;,,.-.   r- ^] • i .^ 

wedge and the »orln* VUIP «ri* p. !iri?t<!   til*.    v 

Induction rroB* th*  fii-ld coil fi JX  Vrj „,,rl    , 

fore? of repulsion.     H wv?r,  th*   inr•.. r  » u -s   of 

the  attr-tctior. v%nrr,  adja^nt   tr   tr¡-> «««v^g  „*,.,. 

have polarities opposite- t    th*»  Ut»..r ir| tx«rt 

»  fore* of attraction «t  the pnrt  < f the   «u-..l* 

where the repulsion tcrqu* i» dim.   ..•   ..,,. 

For control of scale end distribution th* 

•hields and «ttrnctlon vam-s amy be  rotated 

•lightly. 

Sine« Volta*tart and Aa»at*rs have 

difforent teal* raiding re-juirtemt r,  they u?* 

different repulsion vanes vldanln* trr vol tret «r 

•cale at the »oat-used port loti, and expanding 

the low end of «meter scales. 

«uch instruments provide a hi£h derating 

torqu* and a aaxlaua £cale length per unit 

•*•* of panal space. 

tow,r» *»• l«rfa aaount of magnetic 

•stterial used Increases the vmriatiwi due to 

t***Èmej tad taut their itemi ©aerating 

ft^f»«n«7 ranga is raetrlcted. 
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(W)   18C Degree» Repulsion Types 

For  low-priced moderately long scale 

am nit? te i •:,  and voltmeters the  1Ò0 degree repulsion 

typ« is  being used in Urge quantities.    While 

aost repulsion types will not provide a 

l6o degree scale of acceptable seal«* distribution, 

a «Odern design in which the coil proportions 

are changed, a new shape of »oving vane used, 

and a wile spacing provided between ends of 

the repulsion vane,  has achieved this   (see Pig.7a). 

By increased magnetic gaps,  the sensitivity to 

electromagnetic variations ha» been reduced and 

•any switchboard instruments of the  \% class are 

furnished with pre-determined printed scales, 

unusual  in i ron-vane instruisent s.    The compact 

assembly shown in Fig.7b has resulted in 

decreased sise and weight as compared to the 

normal 25c    long-scale lnstrtsBenU. 

Performance characteristics are nearly equivalent 

with lirai tod frequency ranges for the best 

accuracy. 

El e c tro iynami c Types 

In the pure electrodynasicawjter system, no iron Is 

used and operation is based on the action between 

the current in fixed and moving odia (Fig.8a,. 

They have a flexibility'for use la many types 

of a-c-and d-c measurements. 
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Since the field Uux is proportional to th" 

current  in the fluid windings   md  the ooving ceil 

or armature  flux  is proportional to the current  in 

the moving coils   (usually twe   per element)   the 

resulting torque  is doterais 1 by the  product   of 

the aapere turns in the field .¿nd moving cci?r,. 

In voltmeters,  both field arid moving culls are 

wound with many turns of fine, wire and c .:.: o.ted  in 

»•ries,  with another series  resistane  to liait 

the current.     (Fig.8b). 

In Billiasseters,  the  fiUJ and ai suture  coils 

are connected directly In «eries but  since high- r 

»»lues of current become a probi« for l«ad-in 

spirals,  a shunt carrying the major part of the 

- current  is connected across the armature circuit. 

Although the torque is   proportional to the 

•quare of the current at any scale point, the 

instruisent does not have a "square law» scale 

•lnce the angular relationship between the coils 

varies with scale position.    The usual scale is 

constricted at the low end, widening in the center, 

and constricted again toward full scale where the 

•Hfular relationship results in a torque decrease. 

•„., **»»• m»trusjeot» indicate true HKS values 0f 

current and voltage and are relatively insensitive 

to frequency Tari Ulm». A oo**« range of operation 

1» 25 to 12Shert«. There it no hysteresis on 
d-c measurements. 
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Expanded-Scale Voltmeter» 

Many A-C Voltmeters usually operate over a 

very narrow range  of voltage  Icponding on the 

standard rating of the supply source.    Here  it is 

often desirable to expand the  scale In the operating 

range   (for example  90 to 13C  volts).    While 

instruments with suppressed 2uro scales have been 

used in the past,  the problems of zero adjustment 

and other inaccuracies  resulting from torque 

decreases, etc.  had nade these instruments  of 

questionable value.    Hence,  the use of expanded 

scale instruments of normal torque values,  with 

zero appearing on the scale. 

(1) Saturated Reactor Type 

In voltmeters of this type a series reactor 

provides sufficient impedance to limit the scale 

indication to a very small angle until the 

lowest operating voltage is applied.    The 

reactor is designed so that the iron in the 

reactor will saturate at that point thus 

offering little impedance to the circuit, 

(See Figure 9).    The normal aeries resistance will 

then permit a sufficient flow of current to 

fire high torque and a good1 scale distribution 

over the Halted operating * *nge.   Zero la 

at the usual •cele position, but the lowest 
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^   readable point in the operating range nay fc, 

only about 10# of scale length above -¿OTO. 

Because of the use of the reactor,   frequency 

compensation is required and  ti m   u   pr •... ^Pd ' K, H 

capacitor connected across a portici, of the  scries 

resistor.    Operating  frequency ran get aie   limited 

on this instrument and calibration at the nomai 

operating frequency is recotanended. 

Saturation of the reactor iron also results 

ill some sensitivity to wave-form variations,  but 

with wave shapes having less than % 3rd hanaonic, 

operation is satisfactory. 

in alectrodynaaic voltaaet mechanic is the 

bast suited to this application. 

(8) Diode Bridge Type 

This expanded-acale voltmeter circuit 

Provides the greatost flexibility of design, 

per.it5 lower voltage ranges, is insensitive to 

•   frnuaney changes, and uses as the end device a 

conventional D-c Indicator.    It is adaptable 

to tlther à-C or D-C use, with a full-wave 

rectifier used in the A-C application. 

Fig.10 shows the bridge arrangement, having 

tàrw resistor ars» and a Zane* Diode for the 

fourth am.   The ractifiad voltage i, applled 

••rosa two points and the opposite two points 
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are connected to a low-voltageD-C Voltaeter 

of any design, but preferably one of reasonably 

high ohm-per-volt  sensitivity  (1C00 or 20C0 

ohms per volt). 

The bridge is balanced to give a very 

slight deflection above zero (aay 1.5 to 2 am) 

with the lowest rango voltage applied.   (This 

would be 115 volts on a 115-125 volt scale). 

When voltages below this value are applied the 

instrument will read cero, or rest against the 

zero stop.    On higher voltages, the voltage 

across the Zemer Diode will remain constant 

and that across the adjacent resistor am will, 

therefore, increase, thus unbalancing the bridge. 

Current will then pass through the instrument 

coil and result in an upscale indication. 

Adjustable resistors ara provided for the 

voltage span and for balancing at »ero position. 
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2. Wattmeters and Varactcrs 

a. Electrodynamic Type 

Physically the electrodynamic wattmeter i.s Ihr.   sor.e 

as the electrodynamic ammeter or voltmeter. 

However,   in this case the field coli   is wound with 

few turns of heavy wire and carrito the circuit 

current.    The moving coil contains many tum:   of '   e 

fin« wire and is connected across the line potential, 

In series with a suitable current-limiting re-: ist or 

(Plg.11).    Lead-in ¿.piráis conduct the potential- 

circuit current to the moving coil.    Usually theie 

•re separate free the torque springs.    Torque  ;s 

proportional to the ampere turn product of the   fula 

and andature coils (T * KNaIft x n^^).    Since 

instantaneous values of current and voltage may be 

displaced by a phase angle the indication will equal 

1 x I i cos 9 or watti. 

Two-element polyphase wattmeters are constructed 

with two sets of current (field) coils acting with 

two seta of moving coils mounted on a single shaft 

with four lead-in spirals and a separate torque" 

•Bring, Fig. 12.    Tin readings o* the two elements 

•*• additive and their total is a true measure of 

fower on a J wire 3 phase circuit.    Since 3-element 

indicating instruments are not feasible for 

»•chanioal reasons, a Wwire-3 phase wattmeter 
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is provided with an extra set<f current 

terminals connected to one coil in each of 

the two elements (these coil» are connected 

in  series).    It is sometimes called a "2¿ 

Element  wattmeter",, but more approximately a 

»3-currcnt coil, 2-Potential Wattmeter".    For 

most applications it will measure W-wire, 

3-phase power accurately and is subject to 

error only when currents or voltages become 

severely unbalanced. 

Thebe instruments are quite insensitive to 

frequency variations and are usually recommended 

for a frequency range of 25 to 125 herts. 

b. Iron-Cored Electrodynamic Typ» 

This design provides two improvements over the 

conventional electrodynamic type without iron,    • 

namely, more uniform scale distribution and a 

higher torque per watt of powmr expenditure. 

The size of the mechanism can be reduced also. 

Construction is similar to that of a permanent- 

magnet moving-coil instrument, except that the 

permanent magnet is replaced by an electromagnet 

The current coil is wound on an assembled stack 

of nickel-iron laminations having a circular air 

gap and a central core providing a uniform gap 

and uniform flux density.   The moving coil 1« 
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similar to that of the D-C moving coil instruir- r¡* 

and serves «B the potential coll in series wit>, a 

high resistance   (Fig.13). 

As  in  the  simple  iron-Less eia trcdyua;.. > ? 

Instrument  the indication is pro porti   Kfd to th" 

product of trie aaper-turns  in the fixed and m<r. i:,¿ 

colls.     Since  the currvnt and voltage may be 

displaced  by a phase angle fe the  instantaneous 

product, will  be E >  I  x cos e,  or a corree»   ae-.re 

of watt*.    Since the iron in the «agnctic circuit 

gives a slight phase dispkeement compensation is 

provided by a  small capacitor shunting a portion 

of the series resistor. 

Because of the uniform magnetic air gap the 

vattaeter tcale is essentially linear*. 

C  250° Scale Sleetrodyna»ic Type 

This instruisent represents a special class of iron- 

cored electrodynamic instruments havii«   the magnetic 

field iron shaped to give a unifo» air gap more 

than 25C degrees in length.    The «agnetic field 

•aterial is in the for« of nickel-Iron punchlngs and 

these are Inserted individually into the field coil 

Tom before being riveted and oeaented together.    An 

optning in the central core section is provided for 

theinstrument shaft and .ounted on one side of thia 

•haft la the «oving potential coli (Fig.iW). 

sU 
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In principle it is  identical to the 90-degree"iron- 

cored type  but the  special moving coil arad magnetic 

field circuit configurations are required to 

obtain the  25C-degree full-scale deflection. 

Becaust   of the amount of iron used  phase-angle and 

frequency compensation are provided by means  of a 

capacitor. 

For polyphase measuiements two field 

assemblies are mounted on a common Lase and the 

two armature (potential)  coils are attached to a 

single  long  shaft, 

d.  Internal Transducer Types 

Because cf a  growing tendency to use permanent - 

magnet moving-coil d-c indicating instruments a« the 

end device for many measurements, wattmeter? are 

now being built in this manner with Internal power 

converters or transducers. 

These are of two major types:-   ' 

(1) The Hall-Effect Transducer Type 

When a rectangular wafer cf a semi-conductor 

material, suchas germanium, or indium arsenide, is 

placed in an a-c electromagnetic field and exeited by a 

«»11 alternating current aero., the center of two 

opposite face., there will be a d-c potential 

generated across the two remaining faceSf proportlonal 

to   the product of the a-c field trength M th§ 
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alternating current applied.    This  is knew. 

"Hall effect"  from its disceverar. 

In th«>  Mtll-Hrr-ct.  powfr cuivt-r'   r   • »• 

"transducer"  the current  cell  Is wound  en  a 

core and  produces  an olect.rccagnet -tr:  H.r  fl 

t.ie gap proportional  to the  orront   in  *i 

i   a : t > 

(Fig.15).    The  seiticonductor   (urua a 1 ' v ir... iu:.. L..i i> 

.in comercial typos)  is counted in this   g-.r  ar.-i tw 

opposite edges connected  to the..  pot rr. M al     .... 

series  with a high resistane .    Cora..-cti m;   to  the 

other two edges  provide  a d-c  potent;*]   pr-jc rtional 

to the product   of the  arc potential   .Vld M,,.   rirrent 

flux and thus gives a œcaSure of a-o watts  on a 

conventional d-s aillivolUetcr. 

The construction is simple and provides a geed 

uniforo scale.    The output,  however,  is usually 

limited to about   1 •lllias.pepe at ft millivolt, and 

while »uitable  for so*e  i-c taut-band  instruments 

aoet not provide sufficient power for many other 

types. 

,2. Squaring-Resistor Transducer Type 

The principle of these tranaducerc is indicated 

Hi Fig.*.   A center-tapped voltage tranffonaer is 

oenntcted to . resistor network with rectifier diodes 

1* the outside legs,    on the positive half of the 

wert current I, will flow, returning fror right to* 
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left in  the center leg of the circuit.    On the 

negai Ivo wave I2 will flow, but again will return 

fra., right, to  left in the center leg.    Thus  the 

center  l.g current due to potential excitation  is 

always unidirectional. 

However,  the circuit curre at (through a step- 

down transformer)  is applied across resistor Rc 

introducing a voltage drop which reverses every 

half cycle.   Thus the current  through RE is  the sun 

of the current and potential circuit currents on one 

half cycle (e+i) and the difference on the reversed 

halfcycle   (e-i).    Rg Is a squaring resistor which 

aay be  in tne form of a non-linear semiconductor or a 

group of diodes which provide a voltage output 

proportional to the current flowing. 

(e*i)2 = e2«*2ei«i2 

(e-i)2 = e2-2ei*i2 

subtracting     =        W> «1 

Since the current and volta*» are displaced by 

the phase angle of the circuit the output indicated 

on the ci-c end device is proportional to el cos 0, 

or a correct measure of circuit power. 

This type Is characterized by a relatively 

high d-c output (volts, rather than millivolts) 

and thus is «ore flexible in its application. 

i^tfrtta 
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e. Vanneters   (For measuring Reactive tower) 

Tho teasurement  of vars,  whicr   is  ti.v ,-o.^ 

of the voltage and the component  of thu cunent 

vhich  lags 9C-degrees behind  the voltage;  r,ak.. ;; .... 

of the conventional wattmeter mechanises  either cf 

the electrodynaaic type or of the transducer ty;   s. 

In any of these,  however,  the current  u\ tim- 

potent ial  coil must be  lagged yodegreer   be rana 

the voltage. 

1.      In a single-phase varaeter an impedance network 

provider the 90 degree potential circuit current 

lagging, Fig. 17.    The impedances mast  he adjusted 

until the varaeter reads «ero at unity power factor. 

Since this network is frequency sensitive 

adjustaenti  and calibration must be made at the 

frequency on which the instrument is  to be used. 

For a two-phase varaeter, current is taken from 

one phase and potential fro.   the other phase. 

Otherwise standard wattaeter calibration will apply. 

2.      For measurement of vars on a 3 wire 3 phase 

cirouit the most coaaon aethod is the use of a      ' 

double autotransforaer, connections for which are 

•bown in Fig.18.    By the proper connection to a 

3 Phase voltage and the use of the correct transformer 

t*P«, Toltages can be aad« available 9C degrees away 

fro. the in», voltajes I1-2 and afe_3 noraally used 

aaai 
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in 3 phase power œeasureœont. 

The calibration of the instruawnt is exactly 

the sa.r.e as a 3 wire 3 phase «ttiNtir, e »opt that 

the scale is marked in Vara, KUovara, or Kegavars. 

By appropriate switching che instrument also can be 

made to indicate either Watts or Vars. 

3.      Another method of obtaining the 90° ph"i<   ^ift, 

and that ccsaonly alloyed in the s*asure»«nt of 

h wire 3 phase vars,  is the cross-phasing method 

shown in Fig. 19.    Where phase voltages «n and 

e. « are nonaally used for power swasurewent, lin« 

voltages E3.2 and s^ are used,  respectively for 

vanaetexs, each 90° behind the normal w»tt»eter 

voltages.    Since theae lina-to-line voltages «T« 

1.73 tlaaf the phase voltag«». tu« instruments would 

be rated 2C& volta instead of 120 vclts and would 

have a spaiai calibration constant. 
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*•  Po^r-Pact ~r '"!'-) P. • a*> ~An¿ 1 *   M.*   :3 

Th. -:      ins* rus?.' n* »  r ¿y   ì-    • y -.   t. ìy   t • »        -    ,   ,   * - 

th»;  tt^uptiìrì  th»t*   one   Is  r-a 1 ir ntrd   !n   r* -^r- •      , -.-.  •. 

Af.fle   u -   ih*   (tn- f   sn pcv- r  K-.f-t-r   t~ — _.'__—., 

or   thi    Co   m« of  »,   ih»-  %rtflt    I   * y« « H  v   i» t,-»      • j 

currant. 

Thcr«   irv  occasions,   hfw.v^r,   wh*.-.   .   Ph v*v  A,.,.-* 

Mattr atasM-HS  the *l»etri'*4l  .inri«!  t«-. w.-.r  tv 

voltai»  -iinulti. 

a.   lltctrcü/Tu^ttK-  Singl.   fr'has*  Tyr». 

Sirller designs w«r« built  with c -nv-ni »onril 

WAttBMttcr current coils but with err.sr»>i potntlu: 

(•orini) coils âi»plae#<l by 9C flegre-s. 

Ol« coil  is competed U the j,otontial circuit 

through a non-induttive resistor an J U.«   other irt 

•arias with an  inductive reactor, Pig.^T. 

«•urn used on Ofclty p©v«r factor  leads,  the 

rasistir« coil win align Hsair with the current 

/      eolla.    As tha pevar factor laf.s thv torqu.   or. the 

indttetlv« coil will inerva« v*d it will if; roach 

•alfammt with th» e*rr»nt aoils.    This  is a ratio 

iArtriMant with ne »ontrol springs, although light 

A*»* in spirals ara «sad to con duet ths current 

%• ta* Mriilf  Mil. 

•»MUM ©f ta* usa of ta« Hattet iva reactor, 

thU typa •r inatnaamt It fTaquancY aansitive and 
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should be calibrated at the specific frequency on 

which it will be used. 

^      Soae designs, instead of using a single 

element  *ith a crossed coil armature will utilise 

a tvo-eleount «lectrodynaiaic instrument with the 

current coils connected in serie» and the two 

potential coils mounted at an angle of 90 degrees 

on the  shaft.    Otherwise the principle is the sas* 

(see Fig.21). 

b.   Eleetrodyn mie Polyphase Type 

The same construction shown in Pig.21 is     / 

used also for polyphase power-factor measurements. 

Here,of course, no reactors are used and the two 

potential circuits are connected to different 

phases with a serias resistance in each circuit. 

For example, en a 3 wire 3 phase circuit, one 

potential coil would b*. connected to Potential E1-2 

and the other to £3.2 with the current takon fro« 

line 2, the como on potential connect ion point. 

It is a ratio instrumentista the lowest 

possible torque on the lead-in spirals.    The two 

elements have opposing torques and the indicated 

reading occurs when these torques are in balance. 

A standard scale is 0.5 (lag)  -1 .C -0.5  (lead) 

tout other ranges are possible and scales may be 

completely on the leading or tas lagging sida. 

* 
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o. Polarlzod-Vane Type 

These instruments are strictly phase-angle 

•«tors as the deflection angle equals the 

electrical angle.    However,  they are usually 

calibrated in Power Factor. 

Tho potential circuit  is in the  forra of a 

•otor-type stator with distributed windings, 

connected to polyphase potentials.   (When us*,d on 

single-phase circuits, however,  a phase-splitting 

network will provide the- proper potential , toso 

angle displacements to achive a rotating mapr, tic 

field).    A Bovlng-vane araature, consisting of a 

pair of vanes  l8c degrees apart connected together 

•agnetically by a sleeve of magnetic material. 

This 1* polarized.by a circular current coil 

located inside the stator. 

The magnetic field rotates at the rate of 

on* revolution por cycle.    The vane flux rises to 

a aaxiaua, falls to »ero, rises to maximum in the 

ra»ers*d direction and t>ain fall« to «ero during 

•ach eoroleU rotation of the atretic field.    The 

roUtins fUld, of course, is rwarsed in polarity 

•vary half cycle.    The coincidence of the maximum 

«irrant flux values in the vanes with the 

4a»t«ntaneous polarity of the revolving field gives 

• »!»•* angle indication. 
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These instruits ar« no^aUy calibrated for 

.,80-dcBr«. -le ranger C  (L.g)  - '-C - O(U-). 

ci  nf current flow is possible, but where a reversal of curren* 
,        n hP .-irked over the  full 36C degrees. the scale can be snrKca 

h. Frequency Meters 
a    Resistance-Reactance Electrodyna»ic Type 

Frequency aeters of this type are physically 

similar in constnactic to the electrodyna»ic 

voltmeter, both sets of coils being wound for 

potential.    However, instead of using a control 

.prlng, which would aake the instrument sensitive to 

voltage magnitude, restoring torque is supplied by 

a aagnetic vane in the center of the »oving coil        * 

which tends to align itself with the field coil 

flux.  (Fig.23). 
Current passing through the »oving coils 

splits between the two field eoilB. one in series 

with a resistance, and the other in series with 

a reactance.    Circuit constants provide equal 

torques from the two field coils at the nomai 

frequency and the instant will indicate 

approximately center scale.    Current in the resistive 

field coil circuit will not chsttge with frequency 

but in the reactive circuit the current will 

decrease with an increase in frequency. Î**» the 

lnstruaent will deflect in an tip-scale direction   , 
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and Is calibrated in hertz  (or cycles per second). 

This circuit is rather insensitive and require 

long scale  ranges, such as 2C to 90 cycles. 

b. Tuned Circuit Elect rodynamic Types 

To provide additional sensitivity and to 

•horten  scale rmpges,  two bun ed circuits  replace 

the resistor and reactor    of the previous type. 

One is tuned at a frequency below the range of 

the instrument and current, therefore is decreasing 

over the instrument scale.    The other circuit is 

tuned above the instrument range and the current 

increases over the instrument range, Fig.2h.    The 

field colls are differentially connected and will 

respond to very small changes in frequency.    Some 

oomaon scales are 

55 - 65 CP8 I 
)    for 6C CPS operation 

58 - 62 CPS ) 

**5 - 55 ere } 
1    for 5t CP8 operation 

**8 •> 52 CP8 ) 

e. Mutual Inductance Type 

In long-scale instruments where it la 

difficult to provide a restoring torque without 
*) «.  .. •...•»-..«. 

adding     a second element« mutual inductance 

instruments arc used, m which the induced emf 

In tot »orine «y«tern coil resulting from the 

field coll flux is matched against the voltage 
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across a  tuned circuit.    A reactor is connected 

between them for proper phase relations, (Fig.25)- 

When the two voltages are not matched a 

current will flow in the moving coil which will 

cause it to turn to a position where its induced 

voltage matches that across the tuned circuit. 

Then no current will flow, and a rest  position is 

established.    Adjustment is by Beans of the tuned 

circuit. 

d.  Tuned-Circuit Type with D-C Bid Device 

This more recent design la in line with the 

trend to adapt all kinds of a-c measurements to a 

d-c indication.   It has considerable flexibility in 

frequency values and scale sensitivities. 

Input voltage is regulated by a group of 

aener diodes in series with a resistor.    This 

constant voltage is fed into two net works, 

CL and LL being tuned below the desired instrument 

range, and CH and Ly being tuned above the range. 

The current through theaa tuned branches is a-c 

but rectifier diodes give a direct-cu rrent  flow 

through the Instrument coils, differentially 

connected.    Capacitors are connected aerosa the 

instrument to reduce a-c ripple.   Fig.26. 

Differential ranges are provided by «electing 

the tuned circuit components. 
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e. Saturated Transformer Type 

When a small transformer with a low cross 

section saturable leg   Is excited from an a-c 

source in series    with a resistor, the voltage   out- 

put  under saturation can no  longer be proportional 

to the primary voltage ,   but  E = if " f ff m, «her*. 

f is  the frequency, t the transfoncer flux,   and 

m the mutual inductance.     With the flux and   the 

•utual inductance held  constant by saturation the- 

output voltage is then directly proportional tc 

frequency.    This Is rectified and applied to a d — 

Indicator, Pig.27. 

Because of the direct relationship between 

frequency and voltage,   it is not suitable for 

narrow frequency ranges but  is "useful for long 

ranges such as 5C0 to 1CCC cycles. 

5> Synchroscopes 

a. Leap Type 

This early Weston type is described as a 

setter of interest, alt hough it is no longer used. 

The instrument is of the eltctrodynamic type 

with e pair of field colls connected through a 

****** mlStor.to tbe  *ra°»int generator.    The awing 

eoli is connected through a capacitor to the running 
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generator,  or bur.   When the two circuits are out 

of synchronism the phase relations are constantly 

changing and the moving coil will oscillate back 

and  forth.     However,  the pointer is  behind a trans- 

lucent glass scale and illumination provided by a 

lamp behind the  pointer.    The la»p is excited from 

the secondary of a transformer with a double primary 

connected to each of the generators.    Thus voltages 

are adding and  subtracting causing  the lamp to vary 

from full  illumination to zero.     Lamp fluctuations, 

together with the oscillating pointer give the 

illusion of a continuous pointer travel, to the 

left if the incoming generator is  alow, and to the 

right iT fast   (see Pig.28). 

b. Motor Type 

Fig.29 shows a special bipolar motor used on 

synchroscopes for «any years.    The field windings 

are connected to the running generator or bus.    The 

armature  has two coils lounted at  right angles.    These 

are connected through slip rings  to the incoming 

generaton one through a resistor and the other* 

through a reactor, providing a rotating field. 

When the frequencies of the two generators differ 

the armature will rotate in a clockwise direction 

if "FAST", and in a counter clockwise direction 

if "SLOW".    When in sychronism and in phase the 

pointer will be at rest in the 12 o'clock position. 
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••J 

This synchroscope uses a ball-bearing type 

of motor and power consumption is high (over 

IOC watts  per circuit). 

c. Differential Field Type 

This  is also known as the "Iron-Vane Type" 

since a group of «agnatic vines .on a shaft   ire 

•ounted inside a motor type stator with 

distributed windings.    The two generators are 

connected to this stator through networks th.t 

produce equal fields rotating in opposite 

directions.    The vanes align themselves with the 

field at   the  point where  the   two  rotating vectors 

cross and the direction of motion indicates whether 

the incosiing generator is fast or slow.   Since 

no excitation is provided for the vanes they may 

assusw two 180   positions at any point.    Hence, 

a doubla ended pointer is usad and synchronise 

is indicated whan either end is in the center 

_^_ •«*!• position.   Tha pointer Indicates 1/2 the 

phase angle separating the two »achines.   This 

instrument has low power conatamption. 
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d. Polarized-Vane Type Synchroscopes 

These are similar in construction to 

polarized-vane power-factor meters because they do 

actually measure the phase angle between two 

generators.    Here,  of course, both circuits are 

wound for potential. 

A two-phase motor-type stator with distributed 

windings is connected to the incoming generator 

through a phase-splitting network to produce a 

rotating field.    The vane is polarized by a 

potential field coil set inside the stator and 

connected to the running fe.ierator or bus, Pig.31. 

The polarized vane follows the rotating field of 

the stator at a speed equal to the difference of 

their frequencies or one revolution per cycle 

difference.    At coincidence of frequency and phass 

angle the pointer will rest at the 12 o'clock 

position. 

6. »Transducer?" or Converters (Used with separate 

D-C Indicators) 

There is a growing trend toward the standarizat ion 

of D.C. permanent-magnet, moving-coil instruments as 

the end device for A-C measurements using what are 

popularly called "Transducers'*, but, more properly, 

Converters to change the AC measurement to a simple 

D-C signal. 
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They are used for measurements taJu-n at a 

distance,  or Telemetering,   fora coci-iini- :  w :. ur< .-- 

Bent system using standardized D-C indicat•.-..•:•, for 

special types  of measurements, and sccietin;•-:,   juot t-, 

eliminate the  special designs of Instruir, ¿its  u.v i  f  r 

measurement of power,  power factor,  and  t r-.g ,t »c;. 

a.  Current and Voltage Converters-Hectifier Type 

These are the simplest types of Oonvt-rt' r; 

supplied  and are basically unly  r,tí p den  t.ranr- 

fonners with rectifiers to convert  tc U.C. 
i 

However,  several features are built  into these to 

<     permit adjustments and greater flexil ility  of use; 

also to protect the  Jonverter against abnormal 

circuit conditions. 

A usual step-down ratio 1B from 5 to  .C1C 

Amperes, and  frou 12C to 10 Volts. 
f- «       • • ' •• » *« -       ,    , j. i     >,    . .-     -».,<., 

Pull  wave rectification  its provided  using; silicon 

diodes for accuracy and permanency. 

.-. ._ In the AC to DC Current Converters breakdown 

•,   diodes are sometimes add«J to safeguard against ar. 

open circuited transformer secondary,    other 

refinements are the use of ballast resistors to 

give greater stability and to provide the proper 

rol tage drop and a span adjustment to make 

allowance for variations in load and instrument 

circuit resistance.   They normally provide for 
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v   an output of  .C10 imperes into a 10C0-ote load, 

Fig.32. 
In A-C/D-C Voltage Converters a series 

resistor is inserted in series with the transformer 

primary to prevent  any damage due to a short  circuit. 

Ballast resistance  is used also and a diode  to 

compensate for non-linearity resulting from the 

rectifier.    A  span adjustment is provided also for 

final adjustment,  and to allow for diffère nces in 

lead and circuit resistance. 

Both use  capacitors to smooth out the A-C ripple. 

b.  Power (watt)  Converters 

(Í) Heater and Thermocouple Type 

In these  so-called «Thermal Converters" 

internal step-down current and potential 

transformers are interconnected in such a way 

that the  current is aiding the potential in 

one circuit   (e*i) and opposing it in the next       ^ 

(e-i). In each circuit is a thermocouple with 

the D-C couple wires connected In series   (Fig.33). 

Since the heating of the thermocouple heater 

vires is proportional to the square of the 

current flowing in each circuit, then 

.  (e*i)2 *= e2 * 2ei • i2 

rfa-ii2 « e2 - 2ei + I2  

iubtracting = v.i   **•*      » or the product of 
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voltage and current.    Hcwever,  since th«:s»; 

are displaced by a phase angle £,  then the 

output is proportional to ei cos e, ora true 

ueasure of watts. 

These are reliable devices, tut are 

comparatively expensive and the millivolt 

output is low. 

'2) Hall-Effect Type 

Separate converters using this principle 

are available for general u»e.    in principle, 

they are  identical with the   interally rrurr   d 

•»transducers'» described in Section 2~v:)-(\ •. 

They are packaged separately,  however,  ani are 

adjusted for a fixed millivolt output   (usually 

about 50 KV).    Filtering for a-c ripple is 

generally included and compensation for ambient 

temperature errors, Fig.Ik, 

(3) Squaring Resistor Type 

The separate watt converter for general 

uae is a »edification of the type show* in 

fig.16 and described in section 2-(d)-(2). 

Tb» principle of the sua and difference of 

current and potential is used, and squaring is 

provided by   a group of diodes and resistors 

at shown in Pig.35.   Span adjustment is provided 

«    to five an output of 1 allllaapere through a 

-. 
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maximum load of 22C0 ohms, 

c. Power-Factor or Phase-Angle   Jonverters 

One form of phase angle converter is shown in 

Fig.36(a).     A potential transforner with a center 

tap is connected through rectifiers and tener diodes 

(ZD)  to give a chopped wave  output as shown  in 

Fig.36(b)-A.    However, connected to the center of 

the transformer secondary and the center of the 

resistors  R    and R   is a transistor T which 

switches  the circuit on or off when actuated by the 

' circuit current.    The figure shows a c copos it e of 

the single  piase and polyphase combinations    though 

only one of these is used in a given converter. 

Since an initial phase angle of 90 degrees is  required» 

the polyphase current  source  is connected  through « 

resistor and stabistor diodes  (to regulate the 

magnitude of the current wave) directly to the 

transistor.    The switching operation is shown  in 

Fig.36(b)  B-C and D.    At unity power factor  (B), the 

current, which by the polyphase connection is 

lagged 90°,  switches on the chopped potential wave 

and keeps it on for 18C degrees, or until the 

current reaches zero, when it Is twitched off.    Thus, 

the plus and nlnus sections of the output wave are 

tqual and cancel out, giving no d«fltction to a 
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sero-c«nter-scal« â-c rlillvr ltp^t   r (   „>-y <-.      ,  i 

it «arked   t.f (unity P.f.)  at   roro cvnt' r. 

With th«* current   l**a!tr.é?,   th.;   iri'.:i/   r *iLL 

switch on e irli  r »na  th«   positiv»* hilf    f 'h, 

output  y-v/t will  prt'di»ir«*t»    K"cm  ì.hc'     -/ 'iti-r: 

at   0 P.I.   leading) «.ni  the   lm.trur: >-nt   « i : 1        ti   . 

scale.    With lagging eurrt-nt,  ho*". • r,   •.-..<  t . r -ir^ir;* --r 

will   switch on later *n.i  th* .»egat iv.-   » w   -ill 

predo»inat#>, until it   is  **ntlr»*l/ ' > f i* iv>    »t   r   . .;-. 

lagging  (D).    The instrur   rr   will  th. n   rt ad  dovr. 

•cale and  is calibrated!  in  *ih*i   r,«,. r   .'t.t   r    r 

Phase Angle. 

The  i.ingl(>-phas<   IíTü,,, m«nt   i«=  » <-«•    raj      except 

a network  is provided tu  1 *g  t.h* eirr». M   oc  rkgr- <•>«.. 

4.  Frequency Transducers   -   Tun«-! Circuit   L4c<i,   îyp* 

This typa u d^scribtd b* cause of its  rimplicity, 

It« flexibility f«r different  rangt s,   and  its 

capability of short,  high sensitiv« frequency ranges. 

In principie, it  is  Identical to that  supplied 

111 »cm frequency »stars   ¿Fig.«*), described  i.   ^ci). 

Sanar Diodes g and a serles resistor iL   íFig.37) 

regniate the voltage which is Jasressed witrfo 

resonant circuits one tune* abare, and the otaer 

below the frequency range of the Instruisent.    The 

currant in the L side  (low tuning) is decreasing, 

»tall» that in the I circuit  Oli«* tuning) is 
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increasing.    The cumnt in theee two branches is 

alternating,  but a rectified d-c component  fr« 

both circuits it subtracted through resi.tor Rj 

and the differential d-c millivolts appearing 

across the d-c output temUnal* is a measure of 

frequency, when applied to a center acal« d-c 

•illivoltmeter. 

'\Si* 
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